


    When the crowded 
streets begin to irritate 
the citizens of Riga, they 
look for the quickest 
escape that will take them 
farthest away from city 
life. Sigulda may not have 
Mont Blanc or Zugspitz, 
but it is without a doubt 
Latvia’s winter capital.  



   One of the oldest visible castles in Latvia is 
Turaida castle - it is built in 1214. Сastle is 
set on some 80 metres high strip of land 
between two ravines at Gauja River. 



    Turaida castle is located in impressive heights 
with a view on deep valley of Gauja. 
Headland with the castle has got very steep 
and high slopes - only in the northern side 
there continues the narrow strip of hill, 
which is crossed with moat.  



    The castle is not 
inhabited since 1776 
and gradually was 
turning into ruins - until 
in the second half of 
20th century there was 
started rebuilding of the 
castle for boosting of 
the tourism and rising 
the knowledge level. 



     Turaida castle has got 
close connection to 
one of the most 
popular love legends in 
Latvia - legend about 
Maija (Turaidas Roze). 
Maija is real person, 
she was living from 
1601 to 1620. 
According to the 
legend her grave is 
located at the 
enormous linden-tree - 
the tree is still alive 
although suffered from 
fire in 1972. 



    The legend starts from 
an orphan girl who 
was found by an Old 
Greif and he brought 
her home. Roze grew 
and became a 
beautiful and lovely 
young girl. It happened 
one day that she met 
Victor Heil. Both 
youths fell in love with 
each other. 



     There was junker Adam 
Jakubowski, who hotly  loved 
Roze. She rejected him. Then 
Jakubowski sent her a letter - in 
the name of Victor - where he 
had asked her to come in 
Gutmans cave. She arrived 
there,but when she saw Adam 
she showed him the red 
kerchief and told that this stuff 
has got powerful magic 
properties - who gets it as a 
gift, becomes invulnerable. In 
order to prove this Roze tied 
the kerchief around her neck 
and pleaded to Jakubowski to 
hew with a sword - there would 
be not a scratch. Superstitious 
Jakubowski did as she told and 
killed Roze. 

 



    When in the evening there 
came Victor Heil, he 
collapsed in horror and 
hatchet from his hand fell in 
blood. When tragedy was 
discovered suspicions fell 
on Victor and he was cast in 
the basement of Turaida 
castle. Only in the last 
moment there arrived 
Skudritz who told that Roze 
was killed by Jakubowski. 
Court learned from Skudritz 
also that Jakubowski 
hanged himself in an oak. 



    Even nowadays Turaida castle rises above the 
green foliage like an imposing ship built out 
of red brick. Visitors of Turaida Museum 
Reserve can familiarise themselves with the 
more striking elements of medieval castle-
building while taking a walk along the castle 
ramparts. 



• The museum 
contains Dainas Hill 
a garden of 
sculptures dedicated 
to Latvian folklore. 
Turaida Church is 
one of the oldest 
wooden churches in 
Latvia, built in 1750. 
Archaeological 
research 
demonstrates that 
the site had 
contained at least 
two previous 
churches. 



    Several nature trails have been developed on 
the grounds of the Museum Reserve. While 
following them, one can view rare plants, 
explore water routes, and inspect sandstone 
outcrops, castle fortifications and towers 
from new and unusual angles. 



   During our trip 
we had lots of 
fun playing with 
snow and 
pushing each 
other into 
snowdrifts 



    And of course there was a great snow battle 
where took part as students, as teachers. 
After the battle everyone was wet, so we had 
to dry our clothes in a bus.  



    Gutmans Cave is the most popular and vast 
cave in Latvia. It was formed by water 
gradually eroding sandstone. The cave is a 
protected geological site and the oldest 
tourist attraction in Latvia. 



    Gutmans Cave is the deepest 
cave in the Baltic countries, 
located on the Gauja River 
bank in the National Park of 
Sigulda, Latvia. The cave is 
connected with the legend as 
well. 



    Ancient inscriptions testify that the cave was 
visited in old ages already. One inscription 
from 1564 was preserved until 1812. Since 
the 19th century publicists are worried about 
this craze of inscriptions at this wonderful 
monument of nature and culture.  
 
 

 



    Cave’s Formation started 
some 10 000 years ago, 
current look obtained 
some 2000 years ago. 
Gauja river was still 
flowing over the current 
meadows at the front of 
cave around 1780. During 
the tourism season the 
cave is visited by more 
than 1,5 mln visitors. 



    If you are visiting The Gutmans Cave and you 
really like it, don’t forget to throw a coin into 
a small spring in the cave to come back there 
one day.    



    Sigulda is one of the most popular 
places to visit in Latvia not only for 
tourists, but for local people, too. We 
suggest all of you to visit this small, but 
beautiful town. 


